Introduction
============

Global rates of extinction are at an all time high and increasing because of degradation of habitat, climate change, interactions with invasive species and other human-induced impacts ([@b72]). There are many examples of threatened populations that require management intervention for preservation, either through conservation of the genetic integrity and history of the population or through supplementation to regenerate a self-sustaining population protected from inbreeding depression or a genetic bottleneck. There is extensive debate on the efficacy of management interventions in preserving the genetic integrity of wild populations ([@b32]; for example). It is still not clear whether the potential benefits of incorporating increased levels of genetic diversity in a threatened population would overcome potential negative impacts on fitness through outbreeding depression, a reduction in fitness that may arise through either loss of local adaptation or through disruption of locally adapted gene complexes. In fact, collection of empirical data on the occurrence of outbreeding depression and evaluation of predictors of risk of fitness impacts has been presented as the number one top priority area in conservation genetics where additional data are required ([@b26]).

For outbreeding depression to occur, there must be genetically based differences among the two populations or crosses that are interbred. During management intervention, crosses will often be reared in captivity to conserve the genetic lineage of threatened populations or provide a source of supplementation. Genetic adaptation to captivity, or domestication, has been documented in a large number of plants, animals and bacteria, and although these phenotypic traits optimize fitness within a culture environment ([@b53]), these adaptations are usually assumed to be disadvantageous in the natural environment ([@b25]). This assumption assumes that if hybridization between domesticated and wild populations occurs, alleles associated with domestication should decrease in frequency over time as selection acts on the population in nature. Empirical data for this assumption is minimal; however, recent studies with sunflowers have found that traits associated with domestication can actually help to speed the rate of introgression of new alleles into the wild population ([@b48]).

Salmonids represent an important model for tests of outbreeding depression, not only because there are clear and measurable genetically based differences between domesticated and wild strains, but also because many wild salmonid populations are threatened owing to risk from fishing and associated population supplementation activities, as well as from unintentional interactions with highly domesticated farm strains. As supplementation or captive breeding is increasingly being applied to conserve native fish populations, and with a rapidly growing aquaculture industry, there are concerns about the impact of genetic interactions between native populations and strains of fish reared in culture ([@b100]; [@b66]; [@b67]). Domestication in salmon through adaptation to a culture environment has been shown to be associated with large changes in gene expression ([@b57]; [@b17]; [@b65]). Phenotypically, domestication alters behavioural responses to risk of predation with domesticated fish showing a reduced response to predators relative to wild fish ([@b34]; [@b23]; [@b37]; [@b63]; [@b33]). In general, prey in the wild will respond behaviourally to risk of predation by, for example, increasing their cryptic behaviour or reducing foraging effort ([@b58]; [@b41]). Because of a decreased response to risk of predation, the domestic individuals that survive would likely maintain high foraging activity and faster growth. Indeed, many studies have found that domesticated salmonids, as well as parallel transformations generated by growth hormone transgenesis ([@b16]), are faster growing and tend to have a lower response to risk of predation than wild fish ([@b35]; [@b36]; [@b23]; [@b1]; [@b59]; [@b9], [@b11]; [@b63], [@b64]) although this is not always the case ([@b33]) and may vary according to species, population and life history.

According to optimal foraging theory ([@b22]; [@b43]), the ability to obtain food resources from the environment is an important component of fitness upon which selection will act. Often, however, an individual cannot maximize extraction of food resources from the environment without facing a concurrent increase in risk of predation ([@b71]; [@b69]; [@b41]; [@b68]). Indeed, trade-offs between foraging and predation can shape optimal life-history strategies of a species. The relative selective pressure of predation and competition, however, may vary depending on environmental conditions. For example, there may be a fitness advantage to growing fast and potentially out-competing conspecifics when predation threat is low and/or if future resources will be limited, even though there may be an initial cost of increased mortality because of predation ([@b9]; [@b64]). Alternatively, under high risk of predation and/or very low food availability, slow growth may provide increased fitness by reducing costs associated with foraging, such as energy expenditure and predation risk. For many animals, and fish in particular, it appears that species have evolved a suite of linked life-history, metabolic and behavioural traits integrated to optimize fitness within their native environment ([@b6], [@b7]; [@b13]).

In the present study, we test the fitness consequences of altered rates of growth and behaviour under risk of predation within a natural environment. Specifically, we used crosses of rainbow trout (*Oncorhynchus mykiss*) known to express different rates of growth and behavioural phenotypes within both culture and semi-natural environments ([@b62]). This experimental model makes use of pure wild (slow-growing) and domesticated (fast-growing) crosses, first generation domesticated by wild hybrids (F~1~), the first backcross generation (BC~1~) produced by crossing F~1~ hybrids with the wild parental line, and a second backcross generation (BC~2~) produced by crossing BC~1~ families again to the wild parental line. Impacts of fitness attributable to outbreeding depression may arise from loss of local adaptation in the first generation of hybridization between the wild and non-native populations (the F~1~ cross), whereas outbreeding depression attributable to disruption of locally adapted gene complexes cannot occur until the backcross generations BC~1~ and BC~2~ after chromosomal recombination had occurred in F~1~ and BC~1~ parents, respectively ([@b20]). Therefore, this study provides an important contribution to our understanding of outbreeding depression because we were able to measure fitness over three generations of interaction following introgression of domesticated alleles into the wild strain. The offspring from these crosses were released into two natural experimental research lakes. Previous work using these lakes found that pure crosses of fast-growing domesticated fish suffer increased mortality relative to wild fish when risk of predation is high, but not when risk of predation is low ([@b9], [@b11]). This research extends previous work by testing for fitness costs, in nature, of introgression of domesticated alleles into a wild genomic background over multiple generations. This information is of relevance for understanding the impacts of domestication on fitness of wild populations and assessing the multigenerational risk of escaped or released domesticated fish should they successfully interbreed with wild populations.

Materials and methods
=====================

Fish
----

We used crosses of rainbow trout known to express different rates of growth found to be largely controlled by additive genetic variance ([@b62]; [@b64]). The fast-growing domesticated fish (D) originated from the Spring Valley Trout Farm (Langley, British Columbia, Canada) and the wild trout (W) were collected from nature from Pennask Lake (British Columbia) for all generations ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The parental series was generated over several years ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) to allow all cross types to mature and be crossed in the same year to generate the full series of crosses representing an introgression event. On 7 June 2005, five single-pair, pure domesticated (D) crosses were fertilized, using five females and five males. On 9 June 2005, sperm was collected from domesticated (D), wild (W), domesticated x wild hybrid (F~1~), and F~1~ × wild backcross (BC~1~) males (six different males for each genotype) reared at Fisheries and Oceans Canada Laboratory (UBC/DFO Centre for Aquaculture and Environmental Research) in West Vancouver, BC ([@b62]). Eggs were collected from 240 wild-caught Pennask Lake females and fertilized in single-pair crosses, with each female crossed with one of the four possible male cross types (D, W, F~1~, BC~1~). In total, the following crosses were produced ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}): pure domesticated (D, *n* = 5), pure wild (W, *n* = 49), domesticated x wild hybrids (F~1~, *n* = 68), F~1~ × wild backcrosses (BC~1~, *n* = 67) and BC~1~ × wild backcrosses (BC~2~, *n* = 56). Fertilized eggs were incubated at the laboratory in Heath trays with flow-through well water at 10°C until they had absorbed their yolk. Upon reaching the first-feeding stage, the fry were measured and stocked into the lakes the following day (28 July 2005).

![A flow diagram of the cross design. Families are pure wild (W; 0% domesticated alleles), second-generation backcross (BC~2~; 12.5% domesticated alleles), first-generation backcross (BC~1~, 25% domesticated alleles), F1 hybrid (F~1~; 50% domesticated alleles) and pure domesticated (D; 100% domesticated alleles). Numbers to the left of sex symbols in the 2005 parents indicate the number of parents that were used overall, and numbers in brackets in the 2005 Offspring indicate the number of females fertilized as single-pair crosses (each female was fertilized with one male).](eva0005-0076-f1){#fig01}

Growth and survival in natural lakes
------------------------------------

We used two small experimental lakes (PPH and CPH) with similar characteristics (3.3 and 4.1 ha respectively, maximum depth for both lakes is 18 m) located adjacent to each other in south-central BC, Canada (49°50′--49°56′N, 120°33′--120°34′W; [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Both lakes were assessed on 11 June 2005 to verify that they contained adult rainbow trout, which are by far the most significant predator on young trout in these lakes ([@b5]). This assessment revealed the presence of many yearling and older rainbow trout. Trout cannot naturally spawn within these lakes, and therefore any trout within the lake were from previous releases. A more comprehensive estimate of predator density and size was completed during the fall sampling, and these data are included in the results section. Each genotype was stocked 28 July 2005 at a density of 1000 fry/ha except for the domesticated fry that were stocked at 200 fry/ha (because of low availability of eggs when crosses were performed). Fry were left undisturbed within these lakes to experience natural selective and competitive forces until 8 October 2005 when we began lethal gillnet sampling for five consecutive nights, using standardized gangs of graded mesh gillnets and constant netting effort to estimate the population size and growth of the fry that survived over the summer (details in [@b52]; [@b8]). As vulnerability to gillnetting increases with body size, the total catch was adjusted for size dependence in recapture probability by an established size-specific vulnerability function determined from previous mark--recapture experiments in the lakes ([@b8], [@b9],[@b10]). The adipose fin was clipped from each fish and stored in ethanol. Following the same netting protocol, the lakes were sampled again 1 year later (23--26 October 2006) to compare relative growth and survival as yearlings, after one winter and another summer of growth. Survival estimates for the yearlings represent the proportion of fish surviving from the previous sampling.

![Map showing the location of the two research lakes, Crater Pothole (CPH) and Pete\'s Pothole (PPH), near Merritt, British Columbia.](eva0005-0076-f2){#fig02}

Parentage assignments
---------------------

DNA was extracted from fins using DNeasy 96 Tissue kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA, USA) as described by the manufacturer. Genotypes of the survivors were determined by identification of parents based on 12 polymorphic microsatellite DNA loci: *OMM1234*, *OMM1231* and *OMM1270* ([@b55]); *Ssa407*, *Ssa408*, *Ssa410* and *Ssa417* ([@b12]); *omy77* ([@b49]); *ots3* ([@b4]); *OMM1128* ([@b56]); and *ots104* and *ots107* ([@b50]). These loci were selected based on nonlinkage with fitness-related loci, good amplification and high diversity within our samples. For *OMM1234*, *OMM1270*, *Ssa407*, *Ssa408*, *Ssa 410* and *Ssa417*, microsatellite amplifications via polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) were performed in 10-μL reactions containing 1× reaction buffer \[20 m[m]{.smallcaps} Tris-HCl (pH 8.4), 50 mm KCl\], 1.5 m[m]{.smallcaps} MgCl~2~, 0.2 m[m]{.smallcaps} each dNTP, 0.55 μ[m]{.smallcaps} each primer, 0.25 units of Taq polymerase (Invitrogen) and ∼10 ng of template DNA. Samples were amplified using an Applied Biosystems Inc. (ABI; Foster City, CA, USA) GeneAmp® PCR System 2700 thermocycler using touchdown PCR: one cycle of 95°C for 3 min; 10 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 63°C for 1 min (−0.5°C per cycle), and 72°C for 1 min; 20 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 58°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 30 s; one cycle of 72°C for 20 min. The remaining loci were amplified in two multiplex PCRs using the QIAGEN Multiplex PCR Kit (QIAGEN). The first multiplex consisted of the loci *Ots104* and *Ots107* and the second multiplex consisted of *OMM1128*, *OMM1231*, *Ots3* and *Omy77*. Each multiplex PCR was performed in a 20 uL volume containing 100--150 ng of genomic DNA, 10 uL of QIAGEN Multiplex PCR Master Mix (consisting of 1 U HotStar Taq DNA polymerase, 10× QIAGEN Multiplex PCR buffer with a final concentration of 3 m[m]{.smallcaps} MgCl~2~ and 0.2 m[m]{.smallcaps} of each dNTPs) and 0.2 u[m]{.smallcaps} of fluorescent-labelled forward primer (fluorescent dyes were FAM, VIC, Ned and PET) and nonlabelled reverse primer. PCR protocols were one cycle of 95°C for 10 min; 38 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 50°C (Ots104, Ots107) or 54°C (OMM1128, OMM1231, Ots3 and Omy77) for 30 s, 72°C for 30 s; and a final; extension of 72°C for 10 min. PCR products were run on an ABI 3730 genetic analyzer (Applied Biosystems), and genotypes were visualized with the genotyping software, GeneMapper® 3.7 (Applied Biosystems).

A simulated set of 400 offspring was randomly generated based on the genotypes of the parents used for the crosses. Using CERVUS 3.0, a maximum-likelihood programme that calculates logarithm-of-odds scores for candidate parents from simulations based on given allele frequencies ([@b39]), parentage was assigned to these simulated offspring to estimate a correctness rate, or the proportion of offspring correctly assigned. For this data set, simulations were run within CERVUS based on the assumptions that 100% of the sires and dams were captured and with a 1% genotyping error rate (as suggested by the user manual). Based on parentage assignment of a simulated population of offspring, the correctness of CERVUS was estimated to be 89.3% when family was assigned (by identifying both sire and dam), whereas the correctness increased to 95.5% when assigned to cross type (based only on the genotype of the sire). Therefore, for this study, paternity was assigned to offspring to identify their cross type (W, BC~2~, BC~1~, F~1~, or D), using the same settings within CERVUS for the allele frequency simulations (100% of the sires/dams captured and 1% error rate).

Line cross analysis
-------------------

Joint-scaling regression technique was used to test for additive and additive-dominance (AD) models of gene action and their contribution to the phenotypic divergence between the wild and domesticated trout, following the procedure outlined in [@b42] and [@b63], [@b64]. The joint-scaling test uses least-squares regression to estimate the model parameters and then compares the observed line means with the predicted means ([@b15]; [@b31]). This analysis was carried out on lake means for mass, specific growth rate in mass (SGR~mass~) and survival.

The following model was fit to the observed line means,

where *z*~*i*~ is the *i*th line mean, μ~0~ is the mean of all line means, α~*i*~ is the additive genetic effect, δ~*i*~ is the dominance effect and ε~*i*~ is the residual error. The error term incorporates deviation of the observed and predicted line means in addition to any epistatic effects that could not be estimated directly because of a limited number of degrees of freedom. With ***M*** as the matrix of coefficients, the linear model becomes

where is a vector containing estimates of the model parameters, mean (μ), additive effects (α) and dominance effects (δ). The weighted least-squares solution is

with ***V*** as a diagonal matrix of squared standard errors of the means, and a vector of line means. The sampling variances and covariances of the parameter estimates are given by the covariance matrix

The additive and AD genetic models were tested by sequential model fitting, beginning with the simpler additive model. The additive model was tested with a goodness-of-fit test statistic

with degrees of freedom equal to the number of lines (four) minus the number of estimated parameters. For the additive model, df = 2. The AD model was then tested, with df = 1. The likelihood-ratio test was used to see whether the AD model was a significant improvement over the additive model (A)

with df = 1.

Statistical analyses
--------------------

One-way [anova]{.smallcaps} with cross as a fixed factor was used to test for differences among the line crosses in size over the first summer and after one winter of growth. Tukey\'s honest significance test was used for unplanned pairwise comparisons between crosses. Relative survival of crosses within each lake was compared with a G-test using the pure wild crosses as a reference with the null hypothesis that there is no difference in survival among crosses. Bonferroni adjustment was applied to the *P*-values to account for multiple test comparisons; differences were significant at *P* \< 0.05. Mortality of corresponding groups raised under culture conditions was minimal, so no corrections were made to survival measured in the wild. Multiple linear regression in SigmaStat (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) was used to test for a relationship between size and survival in each of the two lakes and for the two growth periods (summer and winter).

Results
=======

After release into the natural lakes in July 2005, a total of 76 (0.4% of total released) and 234 (1.5% of total) fry were captured in October 2005 from CPH and PPH, respectively. For CPH, 75 individuals (99%) were assigned to cross type at 80% confidence level, and 234 individuals from PPH (100%) were likewise assigned. The following year, 90 additional fish were collected from PPH and 86 (96%) were assigned to cross type. No fish were captured from CPH in 2006. Any unassigned fish or fish clipped for mark--recapture estimates were excluded from estimates of survival. Although multiple individuals were often captured from the same family within a cross, it is unlikely that the results reflect only family variation. With the exception of BC~2~ in CPH, all crosses were represented by multiple families from at least three different males. The majority of recaptured families were represented by \<20 offspring, and only two families from PPH had a greater number of offspring (a BC~2~ family with 25 offspring and a BC~2~ family with 78).

Both summer and winter survival of the fry in the experimental lakes varied according to genotype ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The estimated number of predators within CPH (*n* = 555, mean length = 26.3 ± 8.1 cm) was approximately three times higher than the number in PPH (*n* = 190, mean length = 27.4 ± 8.1 cm) as determined by gillnetting during the fall sampling period, and there was an associated lower survival rate in CPH (0.4%) relative to PPH (1.5%). Within CPH, the rank order of survival over summer was D (13) \> F~1~ (25) \> BC~1~ (12) \> BC~2~ (3) = W (3). The numbers in brackets indicate the number of recaptured fish assigned to the cross. The rank order of survival in PPH over the summer followed a similar pattern, with the exception of the F~1~ hybrids: D (29) = BC~1~ (116) \> BC~2~ (32) \> W (17) = F~1~ (21). Relative over-winter survival ([Fig. 3B](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) was the highest for the W and BC~2~ crosses, the lowest for the BC~1~ cross and the D and F~1~ strains had similar and intermediate survival rates. Over-summer survival of the crosses in CPH and PPH, and survival over the subsequent year in PPH, did not fit an additive nor dominance model of gene action, indicating epistasis (all χ^2^ \> 17.129 and all *P* \< 0.0002). Over-summer survival of all hybrid crosses (F~1~, BC~1~ and BC~2~) was lower than would be expected by an additive model. Within PPH, however, the over-summer survival of the BC~1~ and BC~2~ crosses was higher than would be expected by an additive model. The F~1~ cross had lower survival than expected, as observed in CPH. After another season within PPH, all the hybrid crosses had lower survival than would be expected based on an additive model of gene action.

![Estimated summer (A) and winter (B) survival of the fry released into the two natural lakes, CPH and PPH[.]{.smallcaps} Points represent the proportion of fish surviving from those released 20 July 2005. Letters indicate significant differences in survival among the genotypes (G-test, all *P* \< 0.05). Strains are pure wild (W; 0% domesticated alleles), second-generation backcross (BC~2~; 12.5% domesticated alleles), first-generation backcross (BC~1~, 25% domesticated alleles), F~1~ hybrid (F~1~; 50% domesticated alleles) and pure domesticated (D; 100% domesticated alleles). The line connecting the D and W means indicates the *a priori* expectation of additive genetic effects; character means for all hybrids should fall on this line if divergence was because of genes with only additive effects.](eva0005-0076-f3){#fig03}

A random sample of fry was collected from the pooled crosses and measured prior to release into the lakes at 50 days postfertilization (dpf); the D fry were smaller than the other crosses (F~4~ = 11.826, *P* \< 0.001). After growing throughout the summer (121--126 dpf), there was a significant difference in size among the crosses from PPH (*F*~4,210~ = 9.850, *P* \< 0.001) but not from CPH (*F*~4,51~ = 0.278, *P* = 0.891). In PPH, the W and BC~2~ crosses were the smallest, and the D and BC~1~ crosses were the largest ([Fig. 4A](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). The F~1~ hybrids were intermediate to and not significantly different from any of the cross types. The size differences among the strains from PPH were no longer present at the end of their second growing season (*F*~4,85~ = 1.327, *P* = 0.267, [Fig. 4B](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Additive genetic effects adequately explained the mean size of the crosses after one summer in CPH (χ^2^ = 2.342, *P* = 0.505) but size of the crosses in PPH at this time did not fit either an additive or dominance model of gene action. In particular, the BC~2~ cross was smaller than would be expected by an additive model, whereas the BC~1~ cross was larger than expected. After another season of growth in PPH, however, the mean mass of the crosses fit an additive model (χ^2^ = 2.393, *P* = 0.495).

![Mean mass (g) of the crosses reared over summer (A) and over winter (B) in two natural lakes, CPH and PPH. Points represent the cross means and associated standard error, and letters indicate significant differences among cross types. Only the fish sampled from PPH at the end of summer showed significant differences in size. Crosses are pure wild (W; 0% domesticated alleles), second-generation backcross (BC~2~; 12.5% domesticated alleles), first-generation backcross (BC~1~; 25% domesticated alleles), F~1~ hybrid (F~1~; 50% domesticated alleles) and pure domesticated (D; 100% domesticated alleles). The lines connecting the D and W means indicate *a priori* expectation of additive genetic effects.](eva0005-0076-f4){#fig04}

There was a strong relationship between size and survival for both lakes, and at both sampling times, but the shape and direction of the relationship differed between sampling periods. At the end of the first summer, the relationship between size and survival was best explained by a second-order polynomial, in both PPH (*R*^2^ = 0.950, *P* = 0.049) and CPH (*R*^2^ = 0.963, *P* = 0.036, [Fig. 5A](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). The fastest-growing fish had the highest survival within each lake, whereas the lowest survival was not seen in the slowest growing fish, but rather in those growing slightly faster. This relationship was reversed in PPH after growth over winter and a second summer (*R*^2^ = 0.935, *P* = 0.007, [Fig. 5B](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}), with the larger fish having lower survival.

![Relationship between mean size (mass) and survival for each cross type after a summer in PPH and CPH (A) and an additional year of growth in PPH (B).](eva0005-0076-f5){#fig05}

Discussion
==========

Results of this experiment indicated that natural, complex environments alter the relative growth and survival of wild, domesticated and hybrid crosses compared to results obtained under culture conditions ([@b62]) and provided further evidence that the ability to detect heterosis and/or inbreeding depression will depend on the environment in which the hybrids are raised ([@b64]). It is also evident that not only geographically different natural environments (i.e. different lakes), but even different time periods within the same lake, can cause further variation in relative estimated fitness. In species with a short lifespan, such as *Drosophila*, it has long been known that rapid natural selection can occur in response to seasonal fluctuations in environmental conditions ([@b18]) with changes in the relative frequencies of gene arrangements depending on season. As fish have a longer life cycle that typically encompasses multiple seasons and environments, it is logical to assume that the wild-type phenotype would have been selected for the highest overall fitness across the entire range of environments and the full life history of the animal, and our results suggest the temporal stability of this fitness is variable. In fact, under the conditions tested in this experiment, the wild-type phenotype did not always incur the highest fitness relative to the domesticated cross and overall survival (average of first season multiplied by subsequent season survival) was lower than the overall estimated survival for the domesticated cross.

This study also highlighted an important observation relevant to the debate on the ecological importance of altered rates of growth within populations. Clearly, the ideal rate of growth is highly dependent on the environment, supporting the view that disruption of locally adapted gene complexes could have a significant impact on species such as salmonids that show local adaptation on small geographic scales ([@b60]). During the summer, when conditions were conducive to growth (higher levels of food, higher temperatures), there was a positive correlation between growth and survival. However, after a second year of growth that included one winter and another summer, there was a decrease in survival with faster rates of growth. The crosses that had the highest survival over summer suffered the highest mortality over the second season, indicating that the optimum growth is a trade-off between these two different selection regimes. The mortality of the different crosses within the culture environment was negligible from first-feeding onward, so there were no intrinsic differences in viability at this stage that may have caused the trend in mortality observed in the field. However, it is important to note that survival consequences to pure strains of fish selected in nature for different growth rates may differ from those observed in the present experiments where genotypes and consequent growth rates have been generated by repeated introgression.

After the first summer of growth, there were some differences in the rank survival of the strains from PPH and CPH, with the exception of the F~1~ hybrids. Although overall survival was higher in PPH relative to CPH, the rank orders of survival, from the highest to the lowest, in both lakes were pure domesticated, first-generation backcross, second-generation backcross and pure wild. This suggests that the crosses exhibiting a more wild-type phenotype had lower survival; this trend fits with observations on the same crosses within a semi-natural environment designed for competitive interactions among strains ([@b64]). Outbreeding depression is evident when fitness of offspring from crosses between two divergent lines is lower than the fitness of offspring from either parental line. Based on this criterion, these data therefore provide little evidence for outbreeding depression in either of the two backcrosses, both of which should have disruption of parental gene complexes ([@b20]) that may be coadapted, with the exception of survival of the BC~1~ cross in PPH after a second year in the lake. [@b28], [@b29] also found limited evidence of outbreeding depression after two generations of introgression between locally adapted and nonresident or farmed Atlantic salmon (*Salmo salar*). The authors present some interesting possible reasons for the lack of detectable outbreeding depression, such as the effect of some residual duplicated gene loci on the length of time required to detect outbreeding depression. Further studies designed to examine the mechanisms regulating hybrid fitness will be important to further our understanding and ability to predict the impact of interaction between native and domesticated cross types.

The domesticated × wild F~1~ hybrids were also an exception to the observed trend of a linear relationship between the level of introgression and survival. Within PPH, the F~1~ hybrids had a survival rate close to that of the pure wild fish, whereas in CPH this cross had a survival rate intermediate to the wild and domesticated crosses, as would be expected based on additive gene action. The underlying reasons for the variation in F~1~ hybrid survival between lakes are not clear, but they may reflect the impact of different environmental conditions on the expression of outbreeding depression versus heterosis; this suggests that disruption of adaptation to distinct natural conditions may be attributable to decreased fitness observed in this study ([@b20]). CPH had approximately three times the predator load of PPH, and therefore the lower survival in this lake was expected because larger trout are the main predator on these small fish ([@b5]). With the smaller number of fry in the lake, or because of inherent characteristics of the lake, however, there may have been more size-suitable food available for this cohort, thereby reducing competition for limited resources. In PPH, survival was much higher and therefore food resources may have been more limited relative to CPH. The size of the surviving fish supports this speculation; all fish grew larger in CPH relative to PPH, and in fact there were no significant differences in size among the strains within CPH. The size differences between strains emerged only in the more competitive PPH environment.

After an additional year of growth, there was a general reversal in the relative survival of the crosses in PPH. The pure wild crosses and second-generation backcrosses had the highest survival, and the first-generation backcross had the lowest survival. The pure domesticated and F~1~ hybrid crosses had similar survival rates that were closer to the lower BC~1~ survival as opposed to the higher W and BC~2~ survival. As the source of mortality cannot be known for certain in the wild, these fish may not necessarily have been consumed by a predator, but may have also died due to other causes, such as starvation or pathogens, for example. Although the domesticated fish were significantly larger that the wild fish at the first sampling, there were no longer any differences in size after growth over winter, indicating that food resources were likely severely limited during this time, or that faster-growing fish suffered greater mortality. Previous studies have indicated that over-winter mortality of trout in these lakes tends to be high and size-dependent, indicating this time period acts as a strong selection force on these populations ([@b10]). [@b10], however, found that size was positively associated with survival with larger fish having a slower decline in lipid levels, and therefore able to survive longer periods of starvation. A positive correlation between size and over-winter survival may be specific to within-strain comparisons, but other studies have also found that larger fish could have an over-winter survival disadvantage ([@b14]). Perhaps faster-growing domesticated strains have obligate increased metabolism that depletes lipid reserves at an even faster rate than the slower-growing wild fish that may have evolved metabolic rates to withstand food shortages. More rapid use of lipid resources in fast-growing transgenic strains compared to wild type supports this idea ([@b54]; [@b40]).

A previous study comparing growth and mortality between domesticated and wild rainbow trout fingerlings in these same lakes found that the domesticated fish showed a high survival advantage under no risk of predation, a small survival advantage under an intermediate risk of predation and lower survival when predation was high ([@b9]). A more recent study indicated that domesticated fry had higher survival than wild fry in lakes without predators, but lower survival than wild fry in lakes with predators ([@b11]). In the present study, only the F~1~ hybrids varied in relative survival between lakes experiencing different levels of predation, and the domestic fish had higher survival over the first summer in both lakes. We offer four reasons for the observed differences between these two studies. First, the fry used in this study were released at first-feeding stage, whereas [@b9] reared the fish in culture conditions until they were much larger (approximately 15 cm in length) before release, and thus differences in developmental stage, maternal influences and rearing experience exist between the fish used in that and the present studies. A critical window affecting lifetime survival is during the early fry stage, which was not examined in [@b9]. [@b11], however, released fry at a stage similar to the present study, although they did experience some feeding within the culture environment before release. Second, the strains of wild and domesticated fish used in these three studies were from different strains and may therefore express different relative phenotypes affecting fitness that are unrelated to their common phenotypes (such as rapid growth or enhanced feeding motivation, for example). Third, the difference in results between these two studies may have arisen from different levels of overall mortality. In this study, the overall survival of the fry was only 1.6% for the high predator lake and 8.9% for the low predator lake, whereas in the study by [@b9], the overall survival under risk of predation was 38%. In similar studies with Atlantic salmon, lower survival of hybrid and backcross offspring between farm (domesticated) and wild fish relative to wild fish has been observed ([@b46]), although in these studies the pure farm parental cross also had reduced survival relative to the wild fish (differing from the present results). Another study found no difference in fitness between farm and wild crosses in the natural environment ([@b24]), suggesting that cross type differences and environmental fluctuations are likely playing important roles in influencing the fitness outcomes of introgression between wild and domesticated crosses of salmonids. In fact, the magnitude of difference between parental populations will likely affect the fitness of hybrids in nature (i.e. [@b29]; [@b100]). Finally, while the lakes used in the present study were the same as [@b9] mentioned earlier, the environmental conditions within each lake are not known to be constant and thus may have differed among the studies and affected a range of fitness-related traits we are unaware of.

Evidence of the ability of fish to express faster growth during compensatory growth responses, domestication selection or GH treatment provides further support that growth rates in nature are at levels below the physiological maximum ([@b19]; [@b2]; [@b16]; [@b62]). It has been suggested that if faster rates of growth were advantageous in terms of overall fitness, this characteristic would have evolved within the natural environment and that this has not occurred is because of trade-offs with other fitness costs ([@b3]). This argument assumes, however, that any increase in magnitude of growth rate would provide an equivalent magnitude of advantage or disadvantage to an individual. There may in fact be other non-wild-type optimal growth rates that would incur similar levels of lifetime fitness, but perhaps the intermediate steps arriving at that rate actually cause lower fitness. Depending on the shape of the trade-off curve, it may be possible to have more than one optimal solution to the trade-off between fitness advantage and disadvantage ([@b51]; [@b44]) and perhaps a minimum quantum growth shift that must occur before this trade-off is balanced. It has been well established for the fish used in this experiment that there is a linear relationship between the proportion of domesticated alleles within the genotype and growth ([@b62]) under conditions without competition or predation. As the hybrid cross tends to have growth rates intermediate to the parental strains, perhaps these are no longer able to balance growth advantages with associated fitness costs and therefore show reduced survival relative to the parental crosses. Within the conditions tested in this study, the F~1~ hybrids had the lowest overall survival.

An important piece of information that remains unknown to assess introgression effects as described here is the relative reproductive fitness of both sexes of the different crosses at maturity, within a natural environment, and the role of maternal effects on relative survival. If there is unequal reproductive fitness among the crosses, any genetic threat to wild populations may be altered significantly, particularly if the domesticated fish cannot successfully interbreed with the wild population in the first place (because of sterilization measures, maturation timing among strains, or body size effects) or if the hybrids have such a great reduction in fitness that they are unable to survive to maturity. Regarding maternal effects, all genotypes were produced by crossing wild or hybrid males to wild females from nature; however, the pure domesticated genotype was generated from females reared under culture conditions. It is not known to what extent this may affect egg quality and subsequent survival, and rearing domestic strain fish in nature would be ideal in future studies.

In conclusion, this research shows the relative fitness consequences of introgression beyond first-generation hybrids of domesticated alleles into a wild population of rainbow trout. These experiments allowed estimation of survival fitness in nature from the first-feeding (fry) stage as individual fish were assigned to family based on microsatellite analysis, rather than having to rear fish in culture environment to a size that would allow marking by tagging or fin-clipping. As selection attributed to mortality at this early life-history stage can be quite strong ([@b21]), it is important to remove the influence of the culture environment that is known to have strong influences after the first-feeding stage, which this study has done. The present data suggest that first-generation hybridization between domesticated and wild individuals could affect the survival of wild populations if large numbers or sustained releases or escapes of fish occurred and interbred with wild fish. These effects could be further augmented by initial lower viability of F~1~ eggs, as observed in this study, and because domesticated fish tend to have higher fecundity than wild fish. The extent of the impact on the wild population will depend on the size, frequency, and timing of the release or escape of domesticated fish. In addition, we recognize that many effects of domestication are likely cross, environment and species specific and that additional studies will be required to draw general conclusions. The present data also suggest that the introgression of small numbers of domesticated genotypes into wild populations may be absorbed such that the second-generation backcrosses would be largely indistinguishable from wild-type phenotype. It is likely, however, that some alleles associated with the domesticated strain would still remain within the population, and it is not known whether these may impact the ability of the wild population to genetically adapt to changing environmental conditions.

Applications to conservation and management of threatened populations
---------------------------------------------------------------------

[@b27] have proposed that management decisions on the level of gene flow allowed between two populations require a cost-benefit approach whereby overall fitness is the currency, inbreeding depression and outbreeding depression are costs, and genetic rescue or avoidance of outbreeding depression are the benefits. Inbreeding depression seems to be widespread and relatively easy to predict and quantify ([@b26]), suggesting that hybridization in general could provide positive impacts on population fitness through heterosis ([@b45]). Recently, however, studies on interactions between divergent populations suggest that outbreeding depression can be severe if it occurs and may cause larger negative impacts on reproductive fitness than inbreeding depression ([@b101], [@b61]). Results presented here provide useful knowledge for conducting an appropriate cost-benefit analysis on population supplementation for conservation. First, the effect of environment on hybrid fitness is significant and can alter the relative fitness of the parental lines and their hybrid offspring. This supports earlier work with plants ([@b38]; [@b47]) and sticklebacks ([@b30]) and underscores the need to include ecological characteristics as factors within the cost-benefit assessment. Second, the relative fitness of parental lines and their hybrid offspring may change depending on life-history stage. In the present study, very different predictions would arise if data were extrapolated only from fitness effects observed from the first sampling following summer growth, compared to the second sampling that included both summer and overwintering effects. Tests for fitness costs associated with outbreeding depression should ideally be conducted using data from throughout the entire life history of the organism. Third, even though the pure domesticated crosses had the highest overall survival (averaged across the two lakes and multiplied between timepoints), the F~1~ hybrids had the lowest overall survival, suggesting that outbreeding depression because of loss of adaptation to natural conditions may be an important risk to the conservation of native populations exposed to intentional or unintentional interbreeding with non-native populations. If populations must be supplemented with cultured crosses for conservation purposes, attempts should be made to minimize domestication of the cultured population.
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